In this paper, sensor management is divided into two processes: sensor deployment and sensor scheduling, after which a multi-mode sensor management approach based on risk theory is proposed. Firstly, the definition of risk is provided, on the basis of which the target detecting risk and the target tracking risk are separately presented, along with their computing methods. Secondly, when deploying sensors, the objective is to obtain the minimum target detecting risk. Similarly, when scheduling sensors, the objective is to obtain the minimal sum of target detecting risk and target tracking risk. Furthermore, to obtain sensor management schemes according to the objective functions, the improved bee colony algorithm based on double-probability and in combination with the particle swarm optimization algorithm is proposed. Finally, simulations are conducted, which indicate that the models and the algorithm in the paper possess some advantages over existing ones.
Introduction
Sensor networks are applied in both military and civilian domains to acquire information. Especially in combat, they play an important role in target detecting and tracking. For many years, attempts have been made by researchers worldwide to make the best of sensor resources, called sensor management [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
In sensor management, two steps should be taken. The first is to establish a sensor management model-in other words, an objective function obeying some rules should be introduced. The second is to get the optimal scheme from the objective function by traversing through all potential schemes or using optimization algorithms.
When modeling the objective functions, existing approaches could be roughly classified into three types, namely, the task-based approach [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , the information-based approach [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , and the risk-based approach [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Utilizing the first two approaches, some important technical indicators can be obtained, for instance, the target detecting probability and the target tracking precision, but actual operational requirements are not taken into consideration. For example, when tracking targets, if all domains in which a target might appear are covered by a radar beam, the target will not be missed, even though the target tracking precision is not so accurate. Compared with the former approaches, the third comes close to meeting the actual operational needs. With the operation risk considered, this approach can better utilize the sensor resource to get required technical indicators, which has become a research focus in recent years [26, 27] .
As for the category of optimization algorithms, there are two main kinds, namely the centralized algorithm [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] and the distributed algorithm [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . Compared with distributed algorithms, schemes obtained by centralized algorithms are better, but have slower computing speeds. Furthermore, they can give more communication pressures on sensor networks.
After studying the literature above, the following problems still need to be addressed:
(1) Continuity and relevance are lacking in sensor management (including sensor deployment and sensor scheduling). For example, when conducting sensor scheduling, authors usually did not consider sensor deployment, and there are not suitable sensor networks deployed by other sensor deployment approaches to apply their sensor scheduling approaches. Obviously, sensor scheduling is based on sensor deployment and, accordingly, operates after it. In addition, when deploying sensor networks, the sensing radius of sensors must be taken into consideration. However, when scheduling sensors in reality, it is ignored. (2) Different kinds of combat missions (including target detecting and target tracking) are analyzed independently. In a combat, with new targets appearing and acquired targets disappearing, different kinds of missions emerge at the same time, which means that a sensor network must detect targets and track targets simultaneously. Obviously, at this point, the sensor management model is totally different from those only considering one type of combat mission. Unfortunately, multi-mission sensor management approaches are seldom reported.
To solve the problems mentioned above, the sensor management approach (supposing that the sensor is a radar and the target is an aircraft) combining target detecting and target tracking is studied based on risk theory. Risk is defined as the product of the probability of a harmful event and the loss that the event brings [21] . The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the problem analysis and some assumptions are provided. In Section 3, two self-defined concepts, namely the target detecting risk and the target scheduling risk, are put forward, and their computing methods are provided. Furthermore, the sensor deployment model is established based on the target detecting risk and the sensor scheduling model is established based on the target tracking risk. In Section 4, to get schemes from the models, an improved artificial bee colony algorithm is introduced. Simulations and experiments are conducted to verify the proposed model and algorithm in Section 5, and the paper is concluded in Section 6.
Problem Analysis and Model Hypothesis

Combat Situation
Our monitoring domain is a 200 km × 200 km square Ω 0 , and the monitoring center is the center of the square in Figure 1 .
As Figure 1 shows, for the process of target detecting and warning, a sensor network should first be deployed, and then, when a target appears, sensor scheduling can operate based on the deployed sensor network, realizing target detecting and tracking. As mentioned above, sensor deployment and sensor scheduling are closely related and inseparable. When tracking a target, the sensor network must keep detecting new targets simultaneously; in other words, target detecting and target tracking should be running at the same time. Of particular note is that the sensing radius can influence the tracking performance of the sensor, indicating that there are different variances of measurement noise due to different distances from targets to the sensor. Figure 1 . 
Problem Analysis and Model Hypothesis
Combat Situation
Our monitoring domain is a 200 200 km km  square 0  , and the monitoring center is the center of the square in
Model Hypothesis
There are some assumptions as follows.
Assumption 1.
A sensor can work in two modes, namely 'target detecting' and 'target tracking', but the sensor can operate in only one working mode at a certain moment.
Assumption 2.
In different measuring periods, the radiating power and radiating time of a sensor remain unchanged.
Assumption 3.
During the target detecting period, the time interval is ignored, meaning that the detected domain is observed by the sensor continuously.
Assumption 4.
Divide the monitoring domain Ω 0 into small unit squares, and note that there is only one target at most in a unit square at a certain moment.
Sensor Management Models
Target Detecting Model and Sensor Deployment Model
Calculation of Target Detecting Probability
To calculate the detecting probability p d , North [42] gave a fully precise solution by the following:
where p f is the given false alarm probability, p f = 0.01 in this paper, and SNR is the signal to noise ratio (SNR). According to the radar equation [43] , SNR can be calculated as follows:
where τ is the radiation time and P is the radiation power. When a sensor is working in the target detecting mode, the variable τ is approximately equal to the beam dwell time at the scanned domain in a measuring period. When a sensor is in the target tracking mode, the variable τ is approximately equal to the beam dwell time at the tracked target in a measuring period. The variable r is the distance from a radar and a target. The variable SNR cal is a calibrated value-the SNR of the received signal on condition that a sensor radiates for τ cal time with the radiation power P cal and the distance r cal . In this paper, SNR cal = 50 dB, P cal = 1 kW, τ cal = 10 ms, and r cal = 20 km.
Calculation of Monitoring Priority
In this paper, the monitoring priority of a certain point (a unit square) in Ω 0 is defined as the monitoring need of this point, and is affected by two factors, namely the importance priority, marked as θ, and the initial target emergence probability, marked as p. A larger importance priority and emergence probability will result in higher monitoring priority.
Note that the coordinate of a point c in Ω 0 is (x, y), the coordinate of the center o in Ω 0 is (x 0 , y 0 ), and the distance from c to o is calculated as follows:
Suppose that the importance priority of o is 1, and the minimum safe distance from a target to o is α. The importance priority of c yields to the following:
Provided that the probability of a target with its initial emergence at c is p, targets move towards o from far to near, and the appearing domain is the marginal domain of Ω 0 at the beginning of a combat. Note that the margin length in Ω 0 is a 0 , and p can be calculated as follows:
, c is in the marginal domains 0, c is in other domains
Taking both θ and p into consideration, the monitoring priority of c can be calculated as follows:
where ω 1 and ω 2 are the weights of θ and p, respectively. In this paper, ω 1 = 1, ω 2 = 1000, a 0 = 400, α = 300, o = (0, 0), and the width of the marginal region of Ω 0 is 20 km. The distribution of monitoring priority in domain Ω 0 is shown in Figure 2 . 
The state transition matrix is
, where T is the sampling period and =1 T s .
At the time instant 1 k  , the motion state of target t is
FX W , where W is the process evolution noise, following the Gaussian distribution; the mean value is 0; and the covariance 
The Objective Function in Sensor Deployment
Note that the number of sensors applied to monitor the domain Ω 0 is m. Assume that the sensing domain of each sensor is regarded as a circle with the sensing radius R, and its center is exactly the sensor. If the point c is detected by m c sensors at the same time, note that the target detecting probabilities at c by the sensors are p
; then the joint target detecting probability at c is p
, and the false dismissal probability at c is p
The target detecting risk at c can be calculated according to the definition of risk as follows:
When a sensor network is deployed, the average target detecting risk of Ω 0 should be decreased to the minimum, then the optimal sensor deployment scheme can be calculated by the following:
where E(·) is the mean calculation, E(risk 1 ) is the average target detecting risk, and S Ω 0 is the area of Ω 0 .
Target Tracking Model and Sensor Scheduling Model
Calculation of Target Missing Probability
Note that the motion state of target t at the time instant
, where T is the sampling period and T = 1s.
At the time instant k + 1, the motion state of target t is X k+1 = FX k + W, where W is the process evolution noise, following the Gaussian distribution; the mean value is 0; and the covariance matrix is 
, where σ x and σ y are noise power spectral densities and
At the time instant k + 1, the measurement of sensor s to target t is Y k+1 = h(X k+1 ) + V k , where V k is the measurement noise, following the Gaussian distribution; the mean value is 0; and the covariance matrix is
In this paper, h(
is the azimuth of target t, and (x 0 , y 0 ) is the coordinate of sensor s.
The variables σ r k and σ α k are the function values of SNR, and they are given by the following [44] :
In this paper, when SNR cal = 50 dB, P cal = 1 kW, τ cal = 10 ms, r cal = 20 km, and SNR cal = 50 dB, σ r cal = 200 m and σ α cal = 0.1 rad. The extended Kalman filtering is used to estimate the motion state of targets as follows:
After linearization, it can be obtained that
, which can be calculated as follows:
where ∆x = x k+1|k − x 0 , ∆y = y k+1|k − y 0 , and l = (∆x) 2 + (∆y) 2 .
During target tracking, the target missing probability is related to the target detecting probability and the precision of the motion state estimation. In other words, when the target is not missed, there are two requirements that need to be satisfied. One is that the target should be in the beam of the sensor, and the other one is that the target can be detected by the sensor.
As Figure 3 shows, the motion state estimation of target t follows the Gaussian distribution N(X k|k ,P k|k ) [45] . Suppose that the beam a is focused on (x k|k ,ŷ k|k ), the probability that the target is in the beam a is p g , and the sensing radius of a sensor is R. p g can be calculated as follows:
where Ω 1 is the covered domain by beam a.
where 1  is the covered domain by beam .
In this paper, the width of beam a is
, and 100 R km  . The target missing probability can be calculated by the following: 
Calculation of Target Threat Priority
In this paper, the target threat priority is related to the distance from the target to the monitoring center and the velocity of the target. If the target t is in the monitoring domain 0  , a shorter distance d will result in higher target threat priority. Similarly, a larger velocity || || v will lead to higher target threat priority. The target threat priority  of target t can be calculated as follows:
where 0 k and 0 m are coefficients, and 0 1 k  and 0 100 m  in this paper. The target threat priorities with different distances and velocities are displayed in Figure 4 . In this paper, the width of beam a is θ = 0.1, and R = 100 km. The target missing probability can be calculated by the following:
In this paper, the target threat priority is related to the distance from the target to the monitoring center and the velocity of the target. If the target t is in the monitoring domain Ω 0 , a shorter distance d will result in higher target threat priority. Similarly, a larger velocity ||v|| will lead to higher target threat priority. The target threat priority γ of target t can be calculated as follows:
where k 0 and m 0 are coefficients, and k 0 = 1 and m 0 = 100 in this paper.
The target threat priorities with different distances and velocities are displayed in Figure 4 .
The Objective Function in Sensor Scheduling
In the sensor network, there are m sensors applied to defend the domain Ω 0 , and at the time instant k, n k (m > n k ) targets are detected and tracked. Note that the sensor scheduling scheme is a m × n k matrix U k , where u i,j k is the element in the ith row and jth column. When u i,j k = 1, sensor s i is used to track target t j at time k, and when u i,j k = 0, this means that sensor s i is not used to track target t j at the time instant k. When n ∑ j=1 u i,j k = 0, sensor s i is not used to track any target, but rather to detect targets.
Once a sensor is used to track a target, the target tracking precision can be improved with the target tracking risk reducing, but the sensor cannot monitor the domain and detect other targets any longer, so the latter emerging targets may be not detected by this sensor with the target detecting risk increasing. The two kinds of risk are not independent. Therefore, when scheduling sensors, both the target detecting risk and the target tracking risk should be taken into consideration. Once a sensor is used to track a target, the target tracking precision can be improved with the target tracking risk reducing, but the sensor cannot monitor the domain and detect other targets any longer, so the latter emerging targets may be not detected by this sensor with the target detecting risk increasing. The two kinds of risk are not independent. Therefore, when scheduling sensors, both the target detecting risk and the target tracking risk should be taken into consideration.
As the target detecting risk and the target tracking risk are both added to the objective function when conducting sensor scheduling, the optimal sensor scheduling scheme can be calculated by the following: Subject to the following:
(1) Each target is tracked by only one sensor, therefore As the target detecting risk and the target tracking risk are both added to the objective function when conducting sensor scheduling, the optimal sensor scheduling scheme can be calculated by the following:
where risk c 1 is the target detecting risk and can be calculated by Equation (9); risk i,j 2 = p i,j m γ j is the target tracking risk; p i,j m is the target missing probability when target t j is being tracked by sensor s i ; and β 1 and β 2 are the weights, which represent the importance of the target detecting mission and the target tracking mission, respectively. In this paper, β 1 = β 2 = 1.
Subject to the following:
(1) Each target is tracked by only one sensor, therefore
(2) Each sensor processes two kinds of working mode, target detecting and target tracking, but it can select only one working mode at any moment. Furthermore, when a sensor selects the target tracking mode, it can track only one target, namely 
Algorithm Design
The artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm proposed by Karaboga [46] has been studied and applied widely, owning to its unique advantages like a simple form and easy implementation. However, it still has some disadvantages, including being prone to sticking into a local optimum and a slow convergence rate in late computation. By contrast, the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm can effectively avoid these defects by applying the optimal value to update positions of particles. In this paper, ABC and POS are combined. To further improve the global searching capability of the algorithm, double-probability is brought in, thus the improved double-probability particle bee colony algorithm is proposed. The improved algorithm is exhibited as follows: (1) n 1 nectar sources (feasible schemes) are first provided, and the ith nectar source can be given utilizing the following equation:
where x ij is the jth dimension value of ith nectar source; x jmax and x jmin are the maximum and minimum values of the jth dimension in the ith nectar source, respectively; rand(0, 1) is a random number satisfying uniform distribution between 0 to 1; and n 2 is the total dimensions of a feasible scheme. (2) Each nectar source is assigned a searching bee and searched around n 3 times. Once the new source is better than the old one, the old source is replaced by the new one. The nectar source searching equation is shown as follows:
where y ij is the jth dimension value of the ith new nectar source, x iq is a random neighborhood of the current nectar source, and randn(−1, 1) is a random number satisfying the uniform distribution between −1 and 1. (3) Calculate the fitness value of updated n 1 nectar sources according to Equation (10) or Equation (19) separately. (4) Searching bees return to the honeycomb and change into leading bees. n 4 and n 5 following bees choose different leading bees according to the forward probability and reverse probability separately. The following bees go after their chosen leading bees to related nectar sources and search new sources according to Equation (21) . The forward probability and reverse probability are shown by Equation (22) [47] and Equation (23) .
where p i and q i are the chosen probabilities of ith nectar source according to the forward probability and the reverse probability, respectively. (5) If a nectar source has never been updated continuously up to n 6 times, this nectar source can be discarded, and a new nectar source can be obtained by Equation (20) or Equation (24) randomly.
where v ij is the speed of jth dimension, σ 1 is the inertia weight, c 1 and c 2 are positive constants, x pj is the local optimum of jth dimension, and x gj is the global optimum of the jth dimension.
(6) Make a judgment of whether the maximum number of iterations is reached. If reached, end the algorithm, otherwise, go back to (3).
Simulations
Simulations of Sensor Deployment
Before the sensor network is optimized, sensors in the networks are ordered as shown in Figure 5a . It can be found that in Figure 5a , 12 sensors are uniformly distributed in a 100 km radius circle. During each scanning period, the radiation time and radiation power are τ cal = 10 ms and P cal = 1 kW, respectively. The target detecting probability in Ω 0 is distributed as shown in Figure 5a , and the target detecting risk in Ω 0 is distributed as shown in Figure 5b . Before optimization, the average target detecting risk of Ω 0 is 0.2922.
Simulations
Simulations of Sensor Deployment
Before the sensor network is optimized, sensors in the networks are ordered as shown in Figure  5a . It can be found that in Figure 5a , 12 sensors are uniformly distributed in a 100 km radius circle. During each scanning period, the radiation time and radiation power are Three different algorithms are applied to optimize the sensor distribution, and the three algorithm iteration curves are shown in Figure 6 . It should be noted that algorithm 1 denotes the double-probability particle bee colony algorithm, algorithm 2 denotes the basic artificial bee colony algorithm, and algorithm 3 denotes the improved bee colony algorithm in another paper [47] . In the calculations, the number of leading bees is 10, the number of following bees is 50, and the number of calculation iterations is 100.
It can be seen from Figure 6 that algorithm 1 outperforms algorithm 2 and algorithm 3 in convergence speed and solution quality. After optimization, the average target detecting risk of 0  is 0.2658, and the optimized sensor deployment (target detecting probability distribution) and detecting risk distribution are shown in Figure 7 . Three different algorithms are applied to optimize the sensor distribution, and the three algorithm iteration curves are shown in Figure 6 . It should be noted that algorithm 1 denotes the double-probability particle bee colony algorithm, algorithm 2 denotes the basic artificial bee colony algorithm, and algorithm 3 denotes the improved bee colony algorithm in another paper [47] . In the calculations, the number of leading bees is 10, the number of following bees is 50, and the number of calculation iterations is 100.
It can be seen from Figure 6 that algorithm 1 outperforms algorithm 2 and algorithm 3 in convergence speed and solution quality. After optimization, the average target detecting risk of Ω 0 is 0.2658, and the optimized sensor deployment (target detecting probability distribution) and detecting risk distribution are shown in Figure 7 .
algorithm, and algorithm 3 denotes the improved bee colony algorithm in another paper [47] . In the calculations, the number of leading bees is 10, the number of following bees is 50, and the number of calculation iterations is 100.
It can be seen from Figure 6 that algorithm 1 outperforms algorithm 2 and algorithm 3 in convergence speed and solution quality. After optimization, the average target detecting risk of 0  is 0.2658, and the optimized sensor deployment (target detecting probability distribution) and detecting risk distribution are shown in Figure 7 . From the comparison of Figures 5 and 7 , it can be concluded that after optimization, except for gathering at the center of the domain, sensors also tend to move to margins where monitoring priorities are also pretty high.
Simulations of Sensor Scheduling
At the time instant 0 k  , four targets were detected in the domain 0  , and their initial motion The sensor deployment scheme (coordinates of 12 sensors) calculated by algorithm 1 is shown as follows: From the comparison of Figures 5 and 7 , it can be concluded that after optimization, except for gathering at the center of the domain, sensors also tend to move to margins where monitoring priorities are also pretty high.
At the time instant k = 0, four targets were detected in the domain Ω 0 , and their initial motion states are as follows: Applying the three algorithms to calculate sensor scheduling scheme, the calculation results are shown in Figure 8 . In the calculations, the number of leading bees is 10, the number of following bees is 50, and the number of calculation iterations is 15. Applying the three algorithms to calculate sensor scheduling scheme, the calculation results are shown in Figure 8 . In the calculations, the number of leading bees is 10, the number of following bees is 50, and the number of calculation iterations is 15. It can be seen from Figure 8 that algorithm 1 outperforms algorithm 2 and algorithm 3 in convergence speed and solution quality. The numbers of iterations in solving the problem of sensor scheduling is greatly reduced in comparison with that in solving the problem of sensor deployment. The reason for this is that while conducting sensor scheduling, sensors can only detect targets that are in their sensing domains. Therefore, although the total number of different kinds of sensor scheduling schemes is 12!/ 8! using 12 sensors to detect 4 targets, most of the schemes can be kicked off. At the time instant 0 k  , target While sensors are scheduled to track targets, the average target detecting risk of 0  is 0.3605, the average target tracking risk is 0.2201, and the total risk is 0.5806. The sensor-target allocation scheme is as follows:
The target detecting probability in 0  is shown in Figure 9a , and the target detecting risk in 0  is distributed as shown in Figure 9b . It can be seen from Figure 8 that algorithm 1 outperforms algorithm 2 and algorithm 3 in convergence speed and solution quality. The numbers of iterations in solving the problem of sensor scheduling is greatly reduced in comparison with that in solving the problem of sensor deployment. The reason for this is that while conducting sensor scheduling, sensors can only detect targets that are in their sensing domains. Therefore, although the total number of different kinds of sensor scheduling schemes is 12!/8! using 12 sensors to detect 4 targets, most of the schemes can be kicked off. At the time instant k = 0, target t 1 can be detected by sensors s 4 , s 8 , target t 2 can be detected by sensors s 3 , s 7 , target t 3 can be detected by sensors s 2 , s 6 , and target t 4 can be detected by sensors s 1 , s 5 , s 12 . The number of choices in sensor scheduling is actually only 24.
While sensors are scheduled to track targets, the average target detecting risk of Ω 0 is 0.3605, the average target tracking risk is 0.2201, and the total risk is 0.5806. The sensor-target allocation scheme is as follows:
The target detecting probability in Ω 0 is shown in Figure 9a , and the target detecting risk in Ω 0 is distributed as shown in Figure 9b . Comparing Figure 7 and Figure 9 , it can be discovered that with the appearance of the target, the detecting capability of the sensor network decreases and the target detecting risk increases due to undertaking the mission of target tracking.
Simulations of Sensor Scheduling during a Time Period
In a time period
, the sensor scheduling schemes vary as shown in Figure 10 . Comparing Figures 7 and 9 , it can be discovered that with the appearance of the target, the detecting capability of the sensor network decreases and the target detecting risk increases due to undertaking the mission of target tracking.
In a time period k ∼ [0, 50T](T = 1s), the sensor scheduling schemes vary as shown in Figure 10 . Comparing Figure 10a and Figure 10c , as the targets move close to the monitoring center, the target threat priorities increase. In the comparison of Figure 10b and Figure 10d , once the sensortarget allocation scheme changes, the sensor detecting risk changes as well, and when targets are close to the monitoring center, sensors near the monitoring center are used to track targets, thus the target detecting risk increases prominently. From Figure 10d , compared with the target detecting risk, the target tracking risk performs more randomly. The reason for this is that the tracking risk is not only related to the target detecting probability, but also to the precision of target motion state estimation, which performs more randomly. It will also be transmitted to the total risk (the sum of the target detecting risk and the target tracking risk).
Influences of the Weights to Sensor Scheduling Schemes
In the above simulations, the weights are set as Comparing Figures 10a and 10c , as the targets move close to the monitoring center, the target threat priorities increase. In the comparison of Figures 10b and 10d , once the sensor-target allocation scheme changes, the sensor detecting risk changes as well, and when targets are close to the monitoring center, sensors near the monitoring center are used to track targets, thus the target detecting risk increases prominently. From Figure 10d , compared with the target detecting risk, the target tracking risk performs more randomly. The reason for this is that the tracking risk is not only related to the target detecting probability, but also to the precision of target motion state estimation, which performs more randomly. It will also be transmitted to the total risk (the sum of the target detecting risk and the target tracking risk).
In the above simulations, the weights are set as β 1 = β 2 = 1, that is to say, the target detecting risk and the target tracking risk are of equal importance. In this section, the influences of weights on sensor scheduling schemes are studied.
The initial motion state of target obedience with the minimum total risk rule (the sum of the target detecting risk and the target tracking risk), and the target tracking risk and the target detecting risk are taken into account at the same time. Furthermore, in contrast, sensor scheduling models are established for individual combat missions in the literature , belonging to the first two sensor scheduling approaches mentioned in the introduction. However, obviously, because of the various situations in the battle field, targets do not reach the monitoring domain simultaneously. All targets must be detected and tracked upon arriving. Therefore, during target-tracking missions, the sensor network should also keep watching to capture unknown targets simultaneously-only by doing so, targets can be detected and tracked in real time. As for target detecting and tracking discussed in this paper, taking the first two sensor From Figure 11 , when β 1 = 1β 2 = 0, sensors are scheduled in obedience with the minimum target detecting risk rule, and in this case, the target detecting risk is the minimum, but the target tracking risk is not the most optimal. When β 1 = 0β 2 = 1, sensors are scheduled in obedience with the rule of the minimum target tracking risk, and in this case, the target tracking risk is minimal, but the target detecting risk is not the most optimal. When β 1 = β 2 = 1, sensors are scheduled in obedience with the minimum total risk rule (the sum of the target detecting risk and the target tracking risk), and the target tracking risk and the target detecting risk are taken into account at the same time.
Furthermore, in contrast, sensor scheduling models are established for individual combat missions in the literature , belonging to the first two sensor scheduling approaches mentioned in the introduction. However, obviously, because of the various situations in the battle field, targets do not reach the monitoring domain simultaneously. All targets must be detected and tracked upon arriving. Therefore, during target-tracking missions, the sensor network should also keep watching to capture unknown targets simultaneously-only by doing so, targets can be detected and tracked in real time. As for target detecting and tracking discussed in this paper, taking the first two sensor scheduling approaches, utilizing the technical indicators-which are target detecting probability and target tracking precision in these cases-to model the objective function following a weighted-sum approach, the combination cannot make physical or operational sense [26] . Only the risk-based sensor approach can be better applied to sensor scheduling in the case of multi-missions, with their physical sense being risk.
Conclusions
In this paper, a sensor management (including sensor deployment and sensor scheduling) approach based on risk theory is proposed, considering both the target detecting and tracking. Firstly, the sensor deployment approach is studied. The target detecting risk is defined and its computing method is provided. The minimum target detecting risk rule is employed to establish the sensor deployment model. Secondly, the sensor scheduling approach is studied, with the target tracking risk defined and its computing method proposed. The sensor scheduling model is established, combining both the target detecting risk and the target tracking risk. Furthermore, in order to solve the sensor deployment and scheduling objective functions, an improved artificial bee colony algorithm, namely the double-probability particle bee colony algorithm, is designed. Finally, simulations are conducted and the experiment results indicate that the models and the algorithm in this paper have some advantages over the existing ones. With combat situations becoming more complex and more diverse, sensor scheduling models aiming at an individual combat missions seem to struggle to meet current requirements. Therefore, increasing attention is being paid by researchers across the world to solve the fairly difficult problem. In the future, further study will be conducted on combinations of target tracking, target recognition, and target threat priority assessment.
